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Summary

Following the death of Celebrity DJ Jimmy Savile in 2011 multiple allegations of child sexual abuse 

surfaced which included Satanist Ritual Abuse (SRA). This lead in turn to a range of investigations of

other individuals such as the late UK Prime Minster Edward Heath in Operation Conifer and Operation 

Midland triggered by disclosures of ‘Nick’ (see Pilgrim, 2018). In parallel the author stumbled in 2012 

across a case involving Child Sexual Abuse, SRA, arson and murder as well as ‘dangerous driving’. 

Background & Aims

This poster reports on UK police investigations 

into claims of child sexual abuse and murder by 

leading politicians and civil servants. The 

presentation outlines alleged offenses and 

investigative findings of two UK police 

operations. It aims to share internationally, key 

features of two high profile investigations into 

offending by high ranking politicians. It highlights 

attempts to kick-start an investigation into a 

seemingly related Organised Ritualised Crime 

Abuse Network (ORCAN) active today.  
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Conclusions

Historical abuse allegations are very difficult to 

conduct and can have a wide range of 

outcomes. However forensic opportunities were 

seemingly missed as the frame of reference was 

set overly narrow.  

At the end of Operation Conifer a submission 

was made by a survivor of extreme abuse who 

provided his name and contact details. Event 3 

of 3, below, concerned a situation where the 

survivor was forced to pleasure one politician 

(Pseudonym ‘Mark’) while being buggered by 

Edward Heath (leaving a ‘tactile memory’). This 

was filmed, or photographed, presumably as a 

rite of passage. A crime report was created but 

no investigative action was taken. 

https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/suspected-arson-murder.pdf

http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/south-wales-news/bridgend-maesteg/2010/12/30/police-find-woman-s-body-in-river-days-after-christmas-weekend-91466-27904340

https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2017/12/10/satanist-ritual-abuse-sra-in-berne-kingston-upon-thames-wales-ireland-scotland-westminster-and-hampstead/
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Method

Media coverage and personal correspondence is 

used to illustrate the nature and difficulties of the 

investigations.

Results

Operation Midland came about when ‘Nick’ 

made allegations of a high-powered abuse ring 

operating in Westminster. He claimed to have 

witnessed three murders by the abuse group. 

One alleged incident in a Dolphin Square (area 

popular with Westminster politicians) flat 

concerned the alleged deliberate drowning of a 

boy in the presence of more than half a dozen 

leading authority representatives including 

Edward Heath. The other two alleged murders 

involved ‘dangerous driving’ with lethal 

outcomes. The police operation did not lead to 

any arrests or prosecutions. It was heavily 

criticized, and ‘Nick’ investigated.

Operation Conifer, the investigation by Wiltshire 

Police into the allegations of child sex abuse and 

SRA against the former UK Prime Minister 

Edward Heath, found that 10 police forces had 

complaints on file. Following an intense 

investigation half a dozen abuse incidents were 

identified that would have warranted interviewing 

under caution. Furthermore it publicly 

acknowledged: “During the course of the 

investigation six victims made disclosures that 

included allegations that Sir Edward Heath was 

involved in satanic or ritual abuse.” 

At pages 59 and 60 of the report on Operation 

Conifer are references to satanist ritual abuse:   

https://www.wiltshire.police.uk/article/1167/Oper

ation-Conifer-Summary-Closure-Report

In Edward Heath’s case there were at least 6 

witnesses who alleged that he did SRA, 

indicating that they independently corroborated 

each other in the claim that Heath was 

perpetrating satanist ritual abuse. That is an 

unusually high number of witnesses. 

The author contacted Operation Midland to report 

a suspect for the alleged hit and run murder of a 

school pupil in Kingston-upon-Thames. After an 

initial telephone conversation officers refused to 

conduct a video recorded interview regarding an 

individual resident in the Kingston Hill area who 

seemingly was involved in four dangerous driving 

situations - two of which had a lethal outcome 

(one near Kingston-upon-Thames). 

Following three escalation complaints the author 

was transferred to Operation Conifer. A retired 

detective turned up unannounced at the author’s 

home, left a brown envelope with a handwritten 

note and – eventually – conducted in the author’s 

car a short interview that was neither recorded nor 

acted upon. It explored the case outlined, the 

nature of breeder baby allegations and the 

credibility of ‘experts’.

In the absence of proper interviewing the present 

author put on his blog key information that relates 

to ORCAN activities in Kingston-upon-Thames in 

1996 around the time of the alleged birth of a 

breeder baby that ‘disappeared’:

‘In the poster I put a snippet from voluminous 

health records that there were no GP visits for six 

months in the run up and aftermath of  the 

unregistered birth in April 1997. I got an audio 

recording of the mother describing the 

circumstances e.g. her parents removed all 

calendars and claimed that she had slept around 

(rather than acknowledging that the impregnation 

resulted from incestuous rape). She reportedly on 

one occasion observed half a dozen men entering 

the family home in the Kingston Hill area and 

changing into robes. On another occasion half a 

dozen men turned up dressed in robes (which 

implies that there was a temple/base nearby). One 

week after the birth the parents dressed in black 

and said they were going to a funeral.’ 
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